
Student Astronaut Challenge 2022 Patches and narratives should be emailed as one PDF file to danielle.miller03@gmail.com by 6pm on February 1, 2022

Mission Patch Judging Rubric and Information

Team/School Representation

Does your patch represent your school and your team? 

5 4 3 2 1 0

Excellent Above Average Average Below Average Poor Missing

Patch design demonstrates 
significant effort and is 
representative of the school and 
team.

Patch design demonstrates effort 
and is representative of the school 
and team.

Patch design represents the school 
or team. 

Minimal detail provided, needs 
improvement. Absolute minimal effort. Item is incomplete/missing.

Student Astronaut Challenge Representation

Does your patch incorporate the astronaut challenge competiton 
and events? 

5 4 3 2 1 0

Excellent Above Average Average Below Average Poor Missing

Patch design is thorough, 
demonstrates significant effort, 
and represents all parts of the 
astronaut challenge competiton.

Patch design is thorough, 
demonstrates effort, and 
represents  most parts of the 
astronaut challenge competiton.

Patch design represents some 
parts of the astronaut challenge 
competiton.

Minimal detail provided, needs 
improvement. Absolute minimal effort. Item is incomplete/missing.

Creativity, Follows Guidelines 

Judges will award points for creativity and originality. 

5 4 3 2 1 0

Excellent Above Average Average Below Average Poor Missing

Patch Narrative

1 paragraph - 5 sentences maximum - describing your patch, its 
design, symbols, colors, and meaning 

5 4 3 2 1 0

Excellent Above Average Average Below Average Poor Missing

Description/answer is thorough, 
informative, and demonstrates 
significant effort.

Description/answer is informative 
and well thought.

Description/Answer is present, but 
some details missing/incorrect.

Minimal detail provided, needs 
improvement. Absolute minimal effort. Item is incomplete/missing.

Please save the PDF file in the following format and use the same 
format for the subject line of the email. -middle school format: SchoolName_middle_patch -high school format: SchoolName_high_patch

example: Milwee_middle_patch example: Western_high_patch

Additional Guidelines: Resource: 

-patches can include the names of team members https://history.nasa.gov/mission_patches.html

-patches can be created digitally or drawn by hand. 

-patches should NOT include any copyrighted art or designs

-patches should NOT include more than 5 colors

https://history.nasa.gov/mission_patches.html

